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Does the application of time quantifiers, uch as "sometimes" and "always" in 
loop invariants, increase the strength of the classical Naur-Floyd-Hoare induction 
assertion method for proving partial correctness of programs? This question is 
answered in the affirmative within the precise framework of nonstandard Dynamic 
Logic. It is also proved that the strengths of invariants with "sometimes" and with 
"always" are not comparable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In proving partial correctness by the well-known Naur -F loyd-Hoare  
method, one of the basic theoretical problems concerns the existence of loop 
invariants. In the original notion this invariant is required to be a classical 
first order formula of some similarity type coinciding with, or extending, the 
signature used in the program. In some cases, however, it is more convenient 
to refer to the content of some program variable taken at some definite 
moment of program execution. For example, such an invariant may be "the 
value of x at the present moment equals the value of w taken at the time 
when the control entered the second loop." That value might be overwritten 
so it is no longer available in some other way. Even a quantification on time 
may be useful as in "sometimes during the execution of the second loop the 
value of w was the same as the value of x is now" which uses the existential 
quantifier sometimes. These new invariants cannot be formulated within the 
framework of the classical first order theories, but they can be formulated 
within nonstandard ynamic logic defined by Andr~ka et al. (1982). To 
illustrate this phenomenon we need some definitions. 
Let d be a signature. F d denotes the set of classical first order formulas 
with equality based on d. If A is a d-type structure, then Th(A), the theory of 
A, is the set of (the universal closure of) all formulas of F a valid in A, i.e., 
Th(A) = {0 C Fd: n ~ ~p}. 
The set of while programs based on the signature d is defined in the usual 
way, and is denoted by WP a. By a specified or asserted program we mean a 
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triplet {q~}P{~,} where PC WPd, and ~o, ~CF a. The set of asserted 
programs is denoted by AP d. 
The asserted program {o}P{qJ}~AP a is partially correct on A, in 
symbols A~ {q~}P{~}, if for each initial state a~ States(A), A~o(a)  
implies either P(a) terminates and A ~ q/(P(a)), or P(a) diverges. {~o} P{~,} is 
partially correct for a theory Th cF  d, in symbols Th ~ {~o}P{~,}, if it is 
partially correct on every model of Th. 
Hoare's logic for asserted while programs has the usual axioms and proof 
rules, and these can be found, e.g., in deBakker(1980), Bergstra and 
Tucker(1980), and Cook(1978). For a theory ThcF  a we write 
Th ~_H {q~} p{~,} if {q~} P{~'} can be derived using the logical consequences of 
Th as oracle axioms. 
Our example uses the signature d consisting of the binary relation symbol 
<, the unary function symbols +1 and -1 ,  and the constant symbol 0. The 
underlying set of the structure A we have in mind is the set of natural 
numbers, < is the natural ordering, +1 and -1  denote the successor and 
predecessor functions, and 0 is the least natural number. (For the sake of 
completeness we put 0 - 1 = 0.) The theory Th(A) of this structure is known 
to be finitely axiomatizable. 
The program P C WPd consists of two loops: 
whilex:C:ydox :=x-  1;y :=y + 1 od; 
while x 4:0 do x : :x -  1;y :=y + 1 od. 
The intended initial value of y is 0. In each step x is decreased and y is 
increased; thus their sum (which, of course, is not definable in our structure) 
remains unchanged. So when the program halts, the values of x and y are 
exchanged. Therefore the asserted program 
{x = a andy = 0} P{x= 0 andy = a} 
is partially correct on A. (Here a is a parameter which we use to pass a 
value from the input assertion to the output assertion. If we were strictly 
formal the we would extend the signature by a new constant symbol and use 
it in the assertions.) This asserted program is partially correct not only in A 
but in every model of Th(A). This would follow at once from 
Th(A) ~ {x=a andy = 0}P{x= 0 andy= a} 
since Hoare's logic is sound. But this is not the case. Checking Claim 1, 
below, any of the standard methods works. 
Claim 1. Th(A)~H{x=a andy=0}P{x=0 andy=a}.  
To prove the partial correctness of the asserted program, Hoare's logic is 
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too weak. We might use metamathematical methods, but we do not want to 
leave the safe land of first order logic. One possibility is to extend the 
signature and enrich each structure by new functions which may serve as 
loop invariants in a Hoare derivation (cf. Bergstra and Tucker, 1981). The 
method we choose here is to allow invariants with "time quantifiers." The 
idea was originated by Manna and Waldinger (1978), who used these 
invariants to prove total correctness. Here, in contrast to that application, 
these "quantified" invariants play an essential role in partial correctness 
proofs, as initiated in N6meti (1982); see Section 4 and Definition 18 therein. 
Claim2. Th(A)~{x=aandy=0}P{x=0andy=a}.  
Proof Put labels into the program text as follows. 
start: while x ~ y do x := x - 1; y := y + 1 ; p: od; 
while x v'-- 0 do q :x  :=x-  1 ;y  :=y+ I od; halt:. 
Assume that at the label start the input assertion holds, i.e., 
at start: x = a and y = 0, 
and we want to derive that whenever the control reaches the halt label, then 
x -- 0 and y = a hold. Consider the following assertion: 
( , )  x -- vandy  = u and (sometimes at p: x = uandy  = v). 
Here u and v serve only to pass information from the left to the right part of 
the assertion. We claim that ( , )  holds whenever the control reaches the label 
q. 
Indeed, when the control enters f irst into the second loop, then x = y since 
it just left the first one, and x 4 :0  since it is in the second one. This means 
y 4: 0; i.e., the control comes from p and not from start (since at start we 
have y = 0). No assignation was executed between these points, so (*) holds 
in this case. 
Next suppose that we are at q and the assertion ( ,)  holds. The control 
goes around the loop and arrives back to q, and we have to show that (*) 
remains valid. Denote by Xne w, Y,ew the new contents of these variables, and 
by Xo~ d, Yo~d their old contents. Then 
Xne w = Wol d - -  1, Ynew =Yold + 1, Xne w 4 :0  
since we are again at q By ( , )  we know 
sometimes at p: x = Yo~d and y = Xol d. 
Therefore at the beginning of the first loop the content of x is one more, i.e., 
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Yold+ 1 =Ynew, and the content of y is one less, i.e., Xol d -- 1 =Xnew4:0. 
Since the content of y is not 0, this cannot be the moment when the control 
enters the loop. Therefore it comes from p, and then 
sometimes at p: x = Ynew and y ~ Xne w , 
as was required. 
From these we conclude that ( , )  always holds at q. 
Finally we check that the output assertion holds at the label halt. With 
x = 0 there is no problem since the second loop is left only if x = 0. To 
prove y = a we distinguish two cases. First, if the control did not enter the 
second loop, then it finished the first loop with x = y = 0. But then neither 
did it enter the first loop. (Proof: put at p the assertion y > 0.) Thus at start 
x =y = 0 also holds, i.e., a = 0 and we are home. 
Second, if the control enters the second loop then it enters a last time. (We 
have assumed that the control reaches the halt label.) This time the content 
o fx  should be 0 + 1 = 1, and let the content o fy  be b - 1. What we have to 
show is b=a.  By (*), sometimes at p: y=l  and x=b-1 ,  i.e., at the 
beginning of the first loop x = b and y = 0. In this case the control cannot 
come from p since at p we always have y > 0. Therefore it comes from start 
where the input assertion x= a and y=0 holds, which gives a =b as 
required. II 
For a signature d denote by Ado~APd the set of asserted programs 
admitting a standard Hoare-derivation from the empty theory, i.e., 
Let Z~ a~ AP a be the set of asserted programs having a Hoare-like derivation 
with intermediate invariants containing the time quantifier "sometimes" as 
above, and let H~ ~_ AP a be defined similarly except that the invariants may 
contain not "sometimes" but "always." Finally, in the derivation of the 
asserted programs in (ZH)~ cAP  a both kind of invariants may occur. (In 
the next section these sets will be defined precisely.) 
Obviously, A0 a c Zg ___ (ZH) a, and Aao c_ H~ c_ (X,H)al . Since the theory of 
the structure A above is finitely axiomatizable, Claims 1 and 2 immediately 
give Ao d 4:Z1 a. 
THEOREM 0. There is a (finite) signature d such that 
The rest of this paper is devoted to proving this theorem. 
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2. TIME MODELS 
This section is devoted to recalling from Andr~ka (1983), Andr6ka et al. 
(1982), or N~meti (1982) some of the basic notions of nonstandard Dynamic 
Logic. 
Let d be a similarity type, D be a structure of this type, T be the set of 
time points of a computation (usually defined as the set of natural numbers), 
and 1 be the set of all possible program variables with a distinguished 
variable called stc (statement counter). We assume that there is an initial 
time point 0 C T denoting the moment when the computation starts, and for 
every t ~ T there is a unique successor time point denoted by t + 1. The 
structure T = (T, 0, +1) is called the time structure of the computation. T is 
standard if T is (isomorphic to) the set of natural numbers endowed with the 
usual successor function. The computation itself is totally described by the 
contents o f  the variables function ext: I X T~ D, which assigns to each pair 
(i, t) the content of the program variable i ~ I taken at time t E T. The 
quadruple M = (T, D,/ ,  ext) is, therefore, a model for the compuation with 
explicit time, and we abbreviate it as time model. Time models with standard 
time structure are called standard. In some cases it is useful to consider 
nonstandard time models, too; however, at present we shall deal with 
standard ones only. 
Time models can also be considered as special 3-sorted structures with 
sorts time, data, and intension (for the program vaiables) with the only 
many-sorted function symbol ext, the extension of the intension i E I at time 
point t C T. The details can be found, e.g., in Andr6ka (1983), Andr6ka et al. 
(1982), or N~meti (1982). 
Let P E WP a be a while program. The time model M = (T, D, I, ext) is a 
run of P, if the "history" described by the function ext corresponds to a step- 
by-step execution of P. The content of the distinguished variable stc serves, 
as one can guess, to point in some appropriate way to the program statement 
to be executed next. The asserted program {q~}P{q/}CAP a is partially 
correct on M, denoted as M ~ {9} P{q/}, if either M is not a run of P, or M is 
a run and whenever the contents of the variable at the initial time point 
0 C T satisfy the condition ~0, then for each time point which corresponds to 
a halting state, the contents of the variables at that time satisfy the assertion 
qJ. A bit more formally, 
D ~ ~(ext(i, 0)) implies 
(Vt C T) [ext(stc, t) ----"halt"-~ D ~ ~,(ext({, t))]. 
These definitions are, of course, the translations of the usual ones. 
Introducing time models allows us to speak about the behavior of program 
runs in a first order language. Indeed, for each program P ~ WP a there is a 
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quantifier free first order (3-sorted) formula q~p such that the (standard) time 
model M is a run of P iff M ~ q~p ; see Lemma 1 Andr~ka et al. (1982). By 
the same lemma, the partial correctness of asserted programs can also be 
formulated in this way, i.e., for each {0} P{~} ~ APe there is a first order 3- 
sorted formula which is valid in M iff M ~ {~0} P{~,}. A bit loosely, we 
denote this formula also by {~0} P{~'}. Even the F loyd-Hoare  derivation has 
an equivalent in terms of 3-sorted formulas; see Andr~ka et al. (1982). 
Let FT  a denote the set of all first order 3-sorted formulas of this type. For 
S c_ FT  a and q~ ~ FT  a we write S t-- q~ if q~ can be derived from S by the 
usual first order derivation rules. If M is a (not necessarily standard) time 
model, then M ~ S denotes that all elements of S are valid in M. G6del's 
completeness theorem holds in this case, i.e., if M ~ S implies M ~ q~ for 
every time model M, then S ~- q~. 
Let q~(z, ~) C FT  a be a 3-sorted formula with z as a time variable, and 
as parameters. The formula ind(q~(z, if), z) 6 FT  a is the following "induction 
formula on time": 
[q~(O, if) A Vz (q~(z, zT)--* ~(z + 1, ~))] ~ Vz ~(z, ~7). 
Of course, in standard time models all these induction formulas are valid. 
Moreover, let 
d = {~ C FTd: cp does not contain a quantifier on a time variable}, 
IA o = {ind(qO(z, g), z): ~ C A, z is a time variable}, 
IZ  1 = {ind(3z 1 tP(z 0, z 1 , if), z0): • E A, z 0, -71 are time variables}, 
IH  1 = {ind(Vz 1 ~(z  0, z I , g), z0): ~ ~ A, z 0, z 1 are time variables}. 
Now we can define the sets Ado, Z d, II~, (ZH) d. Recall that each asserted 
program is regarded as a special 3-sorted first order formula; thus the 
definitions below are sound. 
Ado= {{q)} P{q/} ~APd: IA  o t- {(p} P{~}}, 
Sla= 1{(,o} P{~} CAPd: IZ  , t- {(p} P{~}}, 
H1 a= {{9} P{q/} CAPd:IrH1 ~ {(p} Ply}},  
(£H)al = {{(o} P{7} CAPa: IZ ,  U IH ,  m {~p} P{ty}}. 
Obviously, zldo~_Zf ~H g, and ZdlkJ H de_ (X//)l  d while IA o, IS , ,  [111 are  
pairwise disjoint, and experience with these 3-sorted induction formulas 
shows that every F loyd-Hoare  derivation can be rewritten into a proof from 
IA o, and every F loyd-Hoare- l ike  derivation with intermediate assertions 
containing "sometimes" and "always" can be rewritten into a derivation 
from I S  1 and IH I ,  respectively. We do not go into the details here. 
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Detailed and carefully precise definitions and a systematic exposition of 
all the notions outlined in the present section (and used in this paper) can be 
found in Andr6ka (1983), Andr6ka et aI. (1982), or N6meti (1982). 
Thorough motivations for these notions and investigations are also given 
therein. The subject matter of the present paper, our results, etc., are put into 
a more general context herein. The lattices on the figures of Andr6ka (1983) 
and N6meti (1982) indicate how our results change if we make various 
restrictions on the time scale T (e.g., require it to be linearly ordered). 
3. THE RESULTS 
Andr6ka et al. (1982) and N~meti (1982) proved that for any theory 
Yh c F d and asserted program {9} P{q/} ~ APa, Th U IA o ~ {9} P{qJ} if and 
only if {91 P{qJ} admits a usual Floyd-Hoare derivation from the theory Th, 
i.e., if Th ~H {9} P{qJ}. This result is implicit in Csirmaz (1981). Therefore 
A0 a is just the set of Floyd-Hoare derivable asserted programs as was 
claimed. 
It was also known (N6meti, oral communication) that the sets IA o and 1111 
have different strengths in proving partial correctness; i.e., for some signature 
d, theory Th CFd, and asserted program {9} P{~t} ~AP a we have 
ThL) IH ll--{9}P{qj} but ThU/Ao~{9}P{qJ}.  
We shall prove that IA o and IZ, also have different strengths, hence solving 
a problem raised by Andr~ka (1983) and N~meti (1982). In fact, we prove 
stronger esults. 
THEOREM 1. There is a signature d and an asserted program 
{9} P{~u} ~AP a such that 
I2 ,  ~- {9} P{~'} but II1, b c {~0} P{~'}. 
Actually, the program P consists of a single while loop, and has the form 
while x 4=p(x) do x :=p(x)  od 
where p is a unary function symbol of d. The output assertion ~, is simply 
false; thus {~0} P{qt} states that P, starting from an appropriate lement, 
diverges. 
THEOREM 2. There is a signature d' and an asserted program 
{ty'} P'{~o'} CAP a, such that 
I//1~- {9'} P'{~"} but IX ,  ~ {9'} P'{~t'}. 
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The program P' is the same as program P above except hat the symbol p 
should be replaced by p'  E d'. The output assertion ~,' is also false. 
Suppose the signatures d and d' are disjoint. The partial correctness of the 
asserted program 
{tp A to'} P;P'  {false} ~APducl, 
can be derived either from I2~ showing that P diverges, or from 11-I 2 showing 
that P' diverges. On the other hand, this asserted program admits no 
Floyd-Hoare derivation because by Theorems 1 and 2 both {to} PJfalse} and 
dUd'  dud '  Hdl Ud' {to'} P'  {false} do so. This proves A 0 4: Z'l n . 
Let Q E WPdu d, be the program 
while x =/=p(x) ory =/=p'(y) do x : :p(x) ;y  : :p ' (y )  od. 
Obviously, the validity of {~o A q~'} Q{false} can be derived from I,S~ UlI l~ 
showing independently that the two parts of the while condition never hold. 
At the same time neither 1-r I nor 1/11 implies {¢Ato'}Q{false} as 
Theorems 1 and 2 say. This completes the proof of Theorem 0. 
4. THE PROOFS 
Instead of the theorems announced above, we prove a slightly different 
version. 
THEOREM l a. There is a signature d, a theory Thc  Fa, and an asserted 
program {to} P/~'} E AP d such that 
ThUIS  1 ~ {to/Pt~,} but Th UI/ /1 d- {to} P{~'}. 
From here Theorem 1 (and Theorem 2 from Theorem 2a below as well) 
follows immediately. Indeed, by the compactness property of ~-, there is a 
finite subset Th' of Th such that Th' U IS  1 implies {to} P{~,}. This finite Th' 
can be merged into the input condition, which gives the first half of 
Theorem 1. The second half is then immediate. 
Proof of Theorem la. The signature d consists of the unary function 
symbol p, the unary relation symbol S, and the binary relation symbolf. The 
program P ~ WP a is a single while loop: 
while x~p(x) do x :=p(x)od. 
The input, anti output assertions are to(x) --- Vy (x :/:p(y)), and ~,(x) ------ false, 
respectively. Hence the asserted program {~0}P{~} claims that the 
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program P, starting from an element having no p-predecessor, diverges. The 
theory Th in question is simply the (complete and axiomatizable) theory of 
the structure A sketched in Fig. 1. The value of the function p is shown by 
the smooth arrows. Only the elements in region S satisfy the relation S. 
Finally, from element x ~ A a broken arrow leads to the element y E A iff 
the relation f (x ,y )  holds in A. 
First we prove ThUIZ  1 F-{~0}P{~}. We do it by G6del's completeness 
theorem; i.e., we assume that there is a time model M = (T, D , / ,  ext) such 
that M ~ Th t_) IS1, and M ~ {q~} P{v/} (i.e., P converges in M), and derive a 
contradiction. (Observe that here we cannot assume that M is standard.) 
For the sake of simplicity, denote by x; C D the content of the intension 
corresponding to the program variable x at the time point i~  T, i.e., 
x i = ext(x, i). Moreover, let 
a(x)  -- 3 y f (x ,  y), 
f l (y) =_ 3 x f (x ,y ) ,  
z( i )  =- (~ j C T)[a(x,)  ~ f (x , ,  xj)]. 
Obviously, a, fl C F d, and x(i) is a (somewhat disguised) 3-sorted formula, 
and ind(z(i), i) E IZ  1 ; therefore, by assumption, 
M ~ IX(0) A Vi (X(0-~Z(i + l))]-~ ViX(i). 
We shall show that  
M ~ x(O), 
M ~ z( i )  ~ z( i  + 1), 
i ~ x i =p(xi) ~ ~)¢(i), 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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which gives the required contradiction. Indeed, if P halts, say at time i E T, 
then x i =p(xi). Hence by (4), M ~ ~x(i) contradicting (1). 
We proceed by checking (2), (3), and (4) in succession. By assumption, 
M~o(x0) ;  otherwise M would not be a counterexample, and then 
M ~ ~a(Xo) since 
Th F- ~o(x)-4 ~a(x) 
(this formula holds in A), and M ~ Th. Therefore M ~ Z(0). This proves (2). 
To prove (3), suppose that for some i E Twe have M ~z( i ) ;  i.e., there is a 
j C T such that 
M ~ a(xi) ~f (x i ,  xj). 
We want to prove M ~ x(i + 1). It can be assumed that xi+ l =p(xi)4: x i and 
M~a(xi÷l) ;  otherwise there is nothing to prove. Two cases will be 
distinguished. 
Case 1. M ~ a(xi). In this case we may also assume that 
M ~p(x i )~ x i Af (x i ,  xj) A a(p(xi) . 
Now a quick glance at the structure A convinces us of 
Th [-- [p(y) #yA -~0(y)] -4 ~!z (p(z) =y).  
This unique z will be denoted by p- l (y) .  By the same glance we get 
Th ~ [f(x,y) Ap(x) 4: x A ~¢(y)]  -4 [p(y) 4:y Af (p(x) ,p- l (y) ) ] ,  
and 
Th I-- [a(x) A a(p(x)) A f(x,y)]  -4 ~q~(y). 
Using these formulas with x i and xj replacing x and y, respectively, it follows 
at once that p- l (x j )  exists, and M~f(P(Xi) ,p- l (x j ) ) .  Therefore to finish 
Case 1 it suffices to check that for some k C T, x~ =p l(xj). Suppose not, 
i.e., x~ 4:p-l(xg) for all k E T. As we have seen above, M ~-~0(xj); therefore 
xo4:x j. On the other hand, Xk+l=P(Xk)=X j iff xk=p-l(Xg) (by the 
uniqueness of the p-predecessors), o x k . 14: Xg, i.e., 
M ~ Vk (Xk4=Xj-4Xg+I~X~). 
The induction axiom ind(x 2 4: xj, z) E /So  gives M ~ Vk (x k 4: xi) , a con- 
tradiction. 
Case 2. M ~ ~a(xi). We have 
Th ~- [-~a(x) A a(p(x)) A/3(y) A ~fl(p(y))] -4 f (p(x) ,y) ,  
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and it suffices to show that for some j C T, M ~ fl(xj) A ~fl(x:+ O. Suppose 
not, i.e., M ~ Vj (fl(xj)-~fl(x:+,)). By Th k-(o(x)-~fl(x), we have M ~fl(xo) 
and as M~ ind(fl(xj),j) we have M~ Wfl(xi). The program halts, say at 
time i E T, and 
Th F- p(x) = x -~ ~fl(x) 
gives M ~ ~fl(xi), the desired contradiction. 
Checking (4) i.e., M ~ x i =p(xi)-~-g( i)  is routine now. Since 
Th I--- [(0(x) -~ S(x)] A IS(x) -~ S(p(x))], 
we have M~S(x0)  A [Vi(S(xi)-~S(xi+O) ], and so M~ViS(x i ) .  On the 
other hand, 
Th k- x =p(x)~ a(x), 
Th > [x =p(x)  Af(x,y)]  ~ ~S(y) ,  
which means that x i =p(xi) implies M ~ a(x~). Now if we have M ~ X(i) then 
for some j C T, M ~ ~S(x:), which is impossible. 
So fa r  we have proved the first part of Theorem la. Next we check 
ThUIH  1 ~-{~0}P{~t}. We do it also with the help of the completeness 
theorem; i.e., we construct a time model M with M ~ Th U IH 1, M~ q~(a) 
for some data a C D such that P(a) "converges," i.e., the program run 
"halts" at some time iC  T. This time model cannot be standard, since we 
have proved that the asserted program {¢} P{~'} is, in fact, partially correct. 
The time model we will construct is therefore an artifical object and does not 
correspond to any realistic model of program execution. Its only purpose is 
to demonstrate he impossibility of the derivation. 
The time structure T of our time model M = (T, D, I, ext) is sketched in 
Fig. 2. It consists of five independent threads. The arrows show the effect of 
the function +1, and the constant 0 is interpreted as the only element 
without predecessor. The time structure D is the same as structure A in 
Fig. 1. The set I consists of two elements: one element for the statement 
I I I I I 
= I t I 
t t t t 
FIGURE 2 
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counter, and the other for the program variable x. The function 
ext: I × T~ D is defined as follows. The range of the function ext(x,. ): 
T~D is the union of the chains e0,...,e 4 of Fig. 1, and for every iE  T, 
ext(x,i + 1) =p(ext(x,i)). Obviously, these conditions determine this 
function uniquely. The value of ext(stc, i) points to the (only) assignation in 
P if ext(x, i) 4=p(ext(x, i)); otherwise it points to the end of the program. For 
the sake of brevity we write x~ instead of ext(x, i). 
We claim that this time model M works. Indeed, M~Th and 
M ~P {~0} P{~/} is immediate. (The sequence (xi: i~  T) describes a "history" 
of a run of P which halts.) We have to show M > 1111 only. 
Let q~(i,j, ~) be a 3-sorted formula with i, j as time variables. We may 
assume that this q~ does not contain variables for intensions, and that the 
function ext is applied only to the pairs (x, i) and (x,j). This latter fact is so 
because xt(stc, i) can be defined in terms of ext(x, i); moreover one can use 
the identity ext(x, i + 1)=p(ext(x, i)), and can introduce new parameters, 
too. From here, by induction on the complexity of q~, there are quantifier- 
free time formulas rl ..... rk containing only the function symbol ÷ 1 beyond 
logical connectives, data formulas q)1,..., ~0~  Fa, time parameters ts~ T ~, 
and data parameters # C D rn such that 
M ~ q~(i,j, i f )~ { [rl(i, j, g )~ q)l(Xi, x~, r~)] 
A [rk(i,j, 6) ~ ~Ok(Xi, Xj, V?)] }. 
Moreover for every i , j  E T exactly one of rt(i, j, g),..., rk(i, j, ~) is valid in M. 
Suppose M ~ Vj q~(O,j, if) A Vi [Vj q~(i,j, if) ~ Yj q~(i + l , j ,  if)]. We claim 
M ~ ViVj qb(i,j, ~), which proves M ~ I//1, too. 
Observe that x~ =x j  and i :/:j imply that x i is the uppermost element of 
chain c, in Fig. 1. Therefore, knowing that Vj q~(i,j, if) is hereditary, we can 
reduce q)(i,j, ~) to a q)*(x i, xj, if) essentially by speaking everywhere about 
x i and xj instead of i and j such that 
(i) Vj q~*(xi, xj, ~) remains hereditary, 
(ii) M ~ ViVj ~*(xi ,  xj, ~) implies M ~ ViVj q)(i,j, ~). Thus without 
loss of generality we may assume that k = 1, i.e., 
M ~ qb(i,j, if) ~ (pl(xi, xj, frO. 
Let p be a new unary relation symbol, and let B be the structure with 
signature d U {p} extending structure A by defining the relation p to hold for 
elements of the rightmost chain (i.e., elements which are not in the range of 
the function ext). Moreover, let X(x, fro = Vy (~p(y) ~ ~ot(x, y, #)) C F d ~o1" 
Obviously, M ~ gj q~(i,j, if) iff B ~ Z(xi, frO. 
Let U be a nontrivial ultrafilter on co, the set of natural numbers, and 
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consider the ultraproduct ~°B/U. For l=  0 ..... 4, c1 denotes one of the 
elements of this product which is marked out by elements on the chain e 1 
sitting higher and higher. Similarly, 81 is marked out by elements on c I sitting 
deeper and deeper. In Fig. 3 the '°B/U heighbourhood of these elements is 
sketched. (The elements in question are marked by a small square.) One may 
observe that c0 and d2 ; Cl and d2 ; c2 and d3 are pairwise isomorphic, hence in 
°'B/U they satisfy just the same formulas. 
By the assumptions we have made, for elements x on chain e 0 the formula 
Z(x, ff~) holds in B. Therefore ~'B/U~2'(~0, ~) and then °'B/U~x(d 1, ff~). It 
means that elements atisfying Z(x, ff~) in B can be found arbitrarily deep on 
the chain Cl, so, because Z is hereditary, it holds for every element on cl. 
This gives °'B/U ~ Z(dl, r~). Similarly, for every element x on chains c 2, c 3 
B ~Z(x, ~), and it suffices to prove °'B/U~z(d4, ff~). Suppose the contrary, 
i.e., 
"B/U~ ~y (~p(y) A ~(~91(c4,Y , W)). 
Fix such an element y, and let e be either d 3 or c2 depending on which of the 
"double chains" of Fig. 3 belonging to these elements does not contain y. 
(Evidently, these double chains are disjoint.) Let g be the function on the 
underlying set of the structure '°B/U exchanging the corresponding elements 
of the double chains belonging to c4 and c, and let g be identity elsewhere. 
This g is an automorphism on ~'A/U (disregarding the relation p). Because 
g(w) = w, g(c4) = e, and ~0~ does not contain the symbol p, we have 
°'B/U ~ -7~1(C  , g (Y ) ,  ]~) .  
By the definition of e, we also have °~B/U~ p(g(y)), i.e., °'B/U ~ ~z(e, ff~). 
This contradicts 
"B/U~z(&, ff~) AZ(~ 2, w) 
obtained earlier. This proves the second part of Theorem la, too. II 
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THEOREM 2a. There is a signature d, a theory Thc  F a and an asserted 
program {~} P{~,} CAP d sueh that 
ThUH]  1 ~ {q~} Ply//} but Th L.)L~' 1 ~ {¢p} P{tp'}. 
Proof The proof follows closely that of Theorem la, so we outline here 
only the main differences. The details are left to the reader. 
The signature d, the program P and the input, output assertions are the 
same as before. However, the theory Thc  F d is different, now it is the theory 
of the structure in Fig. 4. (The meanings of the signs are the same as for 
Fig. 1.) 
To prove Th U IH] ~- {q)} P{qt}, with notation as before, let 
z(i) =- (Vj ~ T) ~f (x~,  xj). 
Obviously, ind(z(i), i )E  IH  1. If in a time model M, M ~ Th U IH I and 
M ~ {0} P{~'}, then one can check 
M ~z(O) A Vi (x( i )+x(i  + 1)) A [x i =P(Xi)---+ ~nZ(i)] 
contradicting M ~ IH  I. This proves the first half of the theorem. 
The proof of the second half is an almost faithful copy of the previous 
train of ideas, except hat the range of the function ext should be the union of 
chains c 0, el, and c 2 of Fig. 4. II 
RECEIVED: May 24, 1982 
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